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Alkhabeer Capital Recognized as the Best Workplace  
within the Financial Sector in KSA by Great Place to Work®  

 
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia – 6 April 2021: Alkhabeer Capital, the asset manager specializing in Shari’a-
compliant investments and financial services, announced that it has been ranked first best workplace 
within the financial sector in Saudi Arabia by the leading global workplace culture authority, Great Place 
to Work® Institute. This year marks the 10th consecutive year that Alkhabeer Capital is recognized as a top 
company on the annual list, consistently demonstrating its exceptional corporate environment.  
 
The Company’s leading position was reinforced by Great Place to Work® Institute in appreciation of its 
efforts to continuously strive towards sustaining high-trust and high-performing cultures for their staff 
members, based on thorough analysis of confidential employee feedback and extensive audit of 
management policies and practices.   
 
Commenting on this achievement, Mr. Ahmed Saud Ghouth, Chief Executive Officer of Alkhabeer 
Capital, said: “Topping the prestigious Great Place to Work® is indeed an honour for us at Alkhabeer 
Capital and represents a consistent achievement year on year for us, made possible by our exceptionally 
talented and dedicated team. We are always looking to enhance ways to ensure our colleagues benefit 
from a nurturing workplace environment and accelerate their professional development. As committed as 
we are to helping bring the best out of our people and creating opportunities, we are keen to raise the bar 
for workplace culture and practices in the Kingdom and inspire other corporates.”  
 
He added: “With the trust of our colleagues and through collaboration, we will continue to advance our 
journey towards greater inclusion, participation and overall success as a leading Saudi investment firm.” 
 
Last year, Alkhabeer Capital ranked first among 2020’s Best Workplaces for Women within the financial 
sector in the GCC and was also recognized as one of the 2020 Best Workplaces for Saudi Nationals, with 
the latter award taking place for the first time in the region.  
 
Alkhabeer Capital, headquartered in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, specializes in asset management and 
investment services. It is authorized by the Capital Market Authority (license number 07074-37). 
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About Alkhabeer Capital 
 
Alkhabeer Capital is an asset manager specialized in investments and financial services providing innovative 
world-class investment products and solutions to institutions, family groups and individual investors. Alkhabeer’s 
Shari'a-compliant business activities are distinguished by executional vigor and a profound understanding of 
clients’ needs and risk profiles.  
 
Alkhabeer’s asset management services focus on providing investment opportunities in capital markets through a 
wide range of private and public funds in the real estate sector and private funds in the private equity sector. Our 
real estate investment team sources attractive opportunities to develop innovative investment products, while 
our private equity services target the education and healthcare sectors to provide best-in-class optimal 
investment solutions. 
 
In addition, Alkhabeer’s asset management services provide its clients with investment opportunities in capital 
markets through “Alkhabeer REIT”, while Alkhabeer’s Investment Banking provides dedicated investment 
services, including mergers and acquisitions. Alkhabeer also provides advisory services on structuring Waqf 
entities and managing Waqf wealth through “Alkhabeer Waqf Fund l”. 
 
Headquartered in An Nuzhah District, Madinah Road, P.O Box 128289, Jeddah 21362, with a branch in Riyadh, 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Alkhabeer Capital is regulated by the Capital Market Authority (CMA), license no. 
07074-37. For more details on Alkhabeer Capital, please visit www.alkhabeer.com 

Alkhabeer Capital on Social Media: 
 
https://twitter.com/AlkhabeerCap      https://www.facebook.com/AlkhabeerCap  

 
 
Contacts 
 

Abdulrahman Baroom 
Director of Corporate Services Division 
Alkhabeer Capital 
Direct +966 12 612 9394 
Email a.baroom@alkhabeer.com 

Brunswick Gulf 
Brunswick Gulf Ltd 
Direct +971 (4) 446 6270 
Email ALKHABEER@brunswickgroup.com 
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